
YEAR 6 Schedule - Term 4 Week 4 Starting: 25/10/2021

8:50 -
9:05am 9:05 – 9:55

SCREEN
BREAK 10:10 – 11:00 Recess 11:30 – 12:20 SCREEN

BREAK

12:40 - 1:30
Screen Free learning

LUNCH
TIME

2:30-3:00pm 3:00 - 3:30pm

MON
Roll Call

WRITING MATHS INQUIRY READING
Independent

learning

Class Check In &
Afternoon
reflection

TUES

READING MATH
ICAS-Digital

Technologies WRITING
Independent

learning

Class Check In &
Afternoon
reflection

WED

Roll Call SPECIALIST DAY SPECIALIST DAY SPECIALIST DAY SPECIALIST DAY

SUBMIT YOUR Specialist
LEARNING TODAY TO YOUR
GOOGLE CLASSROOM

Week 4 Learning Overview

Reading Writing Maths Inquiry YCDI

LI: To apply reading strategies to my
CAFE goal
SC:
Identify my CAFE goal
Describe strategies to work towards
my reading goal.
Apply strategies before, during and
after reading.
Generate evidence for CAFE goal
with reflection

LI: To generate a cohesive speech
following a suggested structure
SC:
Name ideas you would like to
transfer into your speech
Enumerate into a sequential timeline
of events/ideas
Apply literary devices to engage the
audience
Generate an engaging body following
the suggested structure.

LI: To understand that probability is
the measurement of likelihood.
SC:
Identify the language needed to
describe probability.
List mathematical language that
ranges from  impossible to certain.
Apply understanding of words to a
scenario.
Transfer key words into their
numerical equivalent.

LI:To understand what happens
when light hits an object
SC:
Define Key terms
Describe key terms using diagrams
Explain how we see light
Theorise why we can only see a small
fraction of the electromagnetic
spectrum 



LI: To understand the power of an
impactful body paragraph in a
speech.
SC:
Identify the structure used in the
body paragraphs.
Analyse the main idea in each
paragraph.
Justify the purpose of the idea.
Generate a transfer idea  to my
graduation speech.

LI: To transfer our analysis of reading
to generate a cohesive body
SC:
Name ideas you would like to
transfer into the body of your speech
Enumerate into a sequential timeline
of events/ideas
Apply literary devices to engage the
audience
Generate an engaging body following
the suggested structure.

LI: To understand how to measure
probability
SC:
IIdentify how to represent
probability using mathematical
language
List ways to represent probability
numerically.
Transfer probability into different
representations
Evaluate which representations best
fits the probability

LI: To explore functions of different
digital technology platforms.
SC:
Identify the purpose of excel.
List different digital platforms.
Apply the rule to different scenarios.
Reflect on new or consolidated
learning.

Screen Free Learning Tasks - Session 4  12:40 - 13:30

Monday Tuesday

LI: To apply reading strategies to my CAFE goal
SC:
Identify my CAFE goal
Describe strategies to work towards my reading goal.
Apply Strategies before, during and after reading.
Generate evidence for CAFE goal with reflection

Learning Task:
Find a quiet and comfortable place to read (away from devices, this is Screen Free Learning).
Have your book and pen/pencil ready to record any thinking tracks before, during and after
reading.
Write your CAFE goal at the top of your page as a reminder of your purpose when reading.
Set a timer for 40 minutes and read a novel from your own library at home (If you do not
have one use Epic or Reading Eggspress as a last resort).
Make sure you include

● The Title of your book
● The Author
● Why you chose this book
● Which strategies you are going to focus on
● Evidence of your goal

Be ready to share your evidence with your teacher on Thursday
Reflection: How well did I provide evidence of my CAFE goal? What could I improve on for
next time?

LI: To transfer our analysis of reading to generate a cohesive body
SC:
Name ideas you would like to transfer into the body of your speech
Enumerate into a sequential timeline of events/ideas
Apply literary devices to engage the audience
Generate an engaging body following the suggested structure.

Graduation is only 6 weeks away!
Today, we are asking you to finalise your first draft of your graduation speech. By the end of this
session you will have an:

Introduction
Body (at least 3 paragraphs)

Conclusion
*You will be asked to share this finished draft in a conference with your teacher or peers this
Thursday*

Remember to think about all the speeches we have seen and read. Have you included the elements
that you admired (look in your work over the past week).
What literary devices have you included to enhance your message and to ensure engagement?

*Remember we do not expect or want every device used - as an author you need to think and decide
what will work best for your audience and when*

LITERARY DEVICES used in Speeches 
Rhetoric Question 



Start your next speech with a rhetoric question  “Who here has used a virtual reality headset?” 
Alliteration 

Alliteration is the conspicuous repetition of identical initial consonant sounds in successive or closely
associated syllables within a group of words, even those spelled differently 

Repetition of Phrase 
Repeat a key phrase around 5 times throughout the speech, the phrase should be short  "Virtual

reality is changing the world". 
Use the Rule of Three 

Emphasize a product or service by describing it with three words  "Our software is faster, cheaper and
easier to use". For greatest impact on your audience, combine this with alliteration. 

Hypophora 
Ask a question then immediately answer it – "How many virtual reality headsets were sold last

month? Over 2 million." 
Antistrophe  

The repetition of words at the end of successive sentences, “the love of peace, the toil for peace, the
strife for peace, the pursuit of peace." 


